The Right to Sell Arms

Creative Development Best Practices
1. Keep it simple
Your banner ad should stand up to the 2 second glance test. This means keeping wording
down to a minimum, and using imagery that compliments the message. Keep away from
busy designs, or flashy annoying animations.

Clean, easy to read

Poor graphics, hard to read

2. Include your logo,
On every frame. Somewhere. Anywhere. Top, middle, bottom. Make sure your brand is
there to represent YOU. Your ad should use similar, ideally identical, colors, images and
typography so the user's partially accustomed to your site before they've even visited.
Logo on top

Your display ad should have design
unity with the landing page, and be
“visually” relevant to the site it takes
you to. Clicking on an ad that reveals
a website that looks completely
different than what the ad presented
will seriously degrade the user's
experience and likely derail most

Logo in middle

users off the actions you want them
to take. You wouldn't expect a CocaCola ad to be made up in Pepsi blue,
so mimicking key designing decisions
of the target in your ad is important
to keeping users on track, not
allowing them to drop off when they
wonder where they've ended up.

The Right to Sell Arms
3. Keep it focused.
This goes along with the “Keep-it-Simple” rule. Keep your ads focused on your target
audience with one specific message. If you’re advertising a specific service or product,
stick to that message. Multiple messages on a single ad are unnecessarily busy looking and
will result in confusion, or worst, be completely ignored.
Clean, focused, fast to read

What is the actual message?

4. Effective call-to-action.
Your banner should have something that is obviously clickable. Buttons tend to convey this
better than text. And brighter, bigger buttons tend to have the highest click throughs. Call
to actions have their own best practices that include colors, shapes, text size, urgency, etc.

Make engagement easy to understand with
clear buttons that tell your customer exactly
what you want them to do. Act Now…Join
Today…Download Here…Check This Out!
Keep it straight and to the point.
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